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Fathers of Liberty

How the Attorney
General’s Plans For
Hate Crime Come
Close to Thought
Policing.
By Nolan Finley
The Detroit News
...The new campaign announced
by Attorney General Dana Nessel
has the real potential to morph into
thought policing.
Nessel, in partnership with Agustin
Arbulu, director of the Michigan
Department of Civil rights, say they
will create a process to document
incidents of hate and bias that don’t
rise to the level of criminal or civil
infractions.
That could translate to speech or
expressions of opinion that some
may find offensive, but are protected
by the First Amendment. Bias is
protected by the Constitution until it
infringes on the rights and freedoms
of others, and hate is often in the eye
of the beholder.
If what Nessel and Arbulu are
targeting are words, thoughts and
opinions, this could easily become
a weapon to shut down groups they
find abhorrent, but are operating
within the law.
That’s not the charge of their
offices.
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Join The Stand For Liberty

A stand for Religious
Liberty and Freedom
of Speech.
By Rev. Chris Thoma
Othismos.org
The Othismos Declaration is an

effort by Michigan pastors from
various branches of Christianity
moved by a first concern for the
State of Michigan and her citizens.
Yet, even as this is its nativity,
the Declaration is thoughtfully
fashioned for accessibility to
others. Its footing is Jesus Christ,
and so naturally, its reach extends
beyond Michigan’s borders.
It was this same Lord Jesus Christ
who, on the night before His death
for the sins of the world, petitioned
His heavenly Father on behalf of all
who put their faith in Him, saying: “
I pray not that thou shouldest take
them out of the world, but that thou

shouldest keep them from the
evil. They are not of the world,
even as I am not of the world.
Sanctify them through thy truth:
thy word is truth.”(John 17:1517).
By these words, the Lord
communicates three things.
First, He offers that the Word of
God—the Bible—is objectively
true. Second, He reckons that
the devil is untiring in his efforts
to steal Christians away from
this truth. Finally, He implies
the existence of two distinct
spheres in critical opposition
to one another: the Kingdom of
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Nessel Puts Civil Liberties At Risk
and membership.

There’s reason to worry that’s the
direction this will take.

Again, that’s troublesome in its
potential to violate the right to free
association, as well as to speech
and religion. It could easily become
an enemies list to punish political
opposition and dissent.

Nessel says she’ll start her
surveillance with the 31 Michigan
organizations that appear on the
Southern Poverty Legal Center’s list
of hate groups.

The attorney general should
absolutely go after those who
violate the state’s hate crime laws,
and protect the victims of hate.

But the SPLC list is widely
discredited as a political tool used
to harass and discredit conservative
groups.

But the effort she has outlined
is risky. Holding opinions that
are unpopular, and even widely
offensive, does not meet the
definition of a hate crime.

Spots on the list are earned not
necessarily through hateful actions,
but for expression of opinions on
social issues that don’t adhere to
left-wing ideology.

Nessel and Arbulu should stand
down. In their zeal to rid Michigan
of hate, the risk is too great that
they will end up trampling the
Constitution.

Groups have been singled out as
hateful by the SPLC for opposing gay
marriage, abortion and immigration.
The SPLC is extremely reckless in
its selection of groups to include on
the hit list.
Last summer it had to pay out
more than $3 million to settle a suit
filed by a former radical Islamist
who was listed as “anti-Muslim” for
speaking out against extremism.
One of the Michigan organizations
on the SPLC list, Church Militant/
St. Michael’s Media in Ferndale, is

Sources

there because it advocates strict
Catholic teachings on marriage and
is outspoken in its opposition to
abortion.
Nessel and Arbulu may not
agree, and may find those positions
personally repugnant, but the First
Amendment guarantees Church

Nessel Puts Civil Liberties at Risk
1. https://www.detroitnews.com/
story/opinion/columnists/nolanfinley/2019/03/10/finley-ag-nessel-puts-civilliberties-risk/3029685002/

What Does The Universe Say About
Its Origins
1. Malone, Bruce and Von Vett, Julie, Explore
the World: Knowing God Exists By Observing
Creation. Search For the Truth Publications,
Midland, MI, 2019. entry May 6.
2. Ibid, entry March 7.
3. Ibid, entry February 27.

Militant the right to express itself
on gay marriage and other social
issues, and to do so vigorously.

a state interrogation would amount
to harassing its members for their
religious beliefs.

There’s no accusation that the
Catholic group has ever broken
the law, or committed an act of
violence against those whose
lifestyles it rejects. Subjecting it to

Nessel and Arbulu say they intend
to compile and maintain a data base
on the groups it identifies as being
hate-motivated. Presumably, that
means documenting their activities

4. https://www.gospelproject.com/
heavens-declare/
5. https://www.godssimpleplan.org

To a Woman Considering Abortion
1. https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/toa-woman-considering-abortion

When America Put Pastors in
Prison
1. https://www.desiringgod.org/articles/
when-america-put-pastors-in-prison

A Plea For Religious Liberty (1644)
1. https://www.constitution.org/bcp/religlib.htm
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The Othismos Declaration: A Stand for Religious Liberty
God and the Kingdom of the world.
Even as the Bible teaches that God
holds supreme authority over and
into both, nevertheless, because the
Kingdom of the world was grossly and
completely infected with wickedness
after mankind’s fall into sin, these
kingdoms have disparate worldviews.
It is inarguable that in 21st century
America, these worldviews are
colliding in unprecedented ways.
Mindful of this, a precise title has
been chosen for this declaration. It
seeks to relay both the gravity of the
encounters as well as the aims of
those who sign it.

The term othismos (θισμός) is
distinct. In early Greek warfare, the
othismos was the stage of battle in
which opposing armies would charge
forward to meet each other in a
momentous collision. Shield against
shield, the ranks of each force would
push against the opposition, their
common will set upon holding their
position with a sturdy footing, while
at the same time pushing against
the enemy, intent on breaking his
lines and causing him to draw back
in retreat.

The Othismos Declaration is not
a document that seeks collision,
but rather signals a readiness for it.
It bespeaks a collegial willingness
among clergy, laity, and citizens,
first, to secure the fields of religious
liberty, traditional marriage, life, and
natural law; and second, if required,
to press against and break the lines
of those seeking to impose systems
of governance that would suppress
Christian consciences or betray the
original intent of America’s founding
documents.

THE OTHISMOS DECLARATION
Co-Authored by the Othismos Coalition
Othismos.org
We, the undersigned, do unanimously declare loyalty to the one true God who is rightly called the Holy Trinity — one in
divine essence yet three in persons — the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit.
Moreover, we wholeheartedly subscribe to God’s holy Word, namely, the Bible. We do this understanding fully that such
adherence to the Word of God is an expression of trust in and obedience to the One who is the Word made flesh, namely,
Jesus Christ. To deny God’s Word is to deny Jesus Christ, and this we will not do.
We confess the authority of God over and into all things, including the kingdoms of this world administered by men as well
as that which is readily perceivable within the unchanging framework of Natural Law. “Thou couldest have no power at all
against me,” Jesus said to Pontius Pilate, “except it were given thee from above” (John 19:11). And the Psalmist proclaims,
“Who laid the foundations of the earth, that it should not be removed for ever” (Psalm 104:5).
Accordingly, we affirm God as the author of gender, marriage, and human sexuality, all three having been clearly defined
by His Word. Natural Law is in harmony with God’s Word, and so we acknowledge that it not only affirms the objective truth
of the biologically unique, yet complementary, roles of male and female, but in tandem, it heralds the societal-stabilizing
estate of marriage as a union in fidelity between one man and one woman for mutual companionship, selfless delight, and
the procreation of children (Genesis 1:27; Matthew 19:4-6).
Likewise, we hold true that the United States of America was founded as John Adams affirmed for Thomas Jefferson
through correspondence on 28 June A.D. 1813 when he wrote: “The general principles on which the Fathers achieved
independence were the only principles in which that beautiful assembly of young gentlemen could unite… And what were
these general principles? I answer, the general principles of Christianity, in which all those Sects were united—and the
general principles of English and American Liberty, in which all those young men united, and which had united all parties in
America, in majorities sufficient to assert and maintain her independence” (The Jefferson Papers).
We also hold true that the Founders gave allegiance to Natural Law “which, being coeval with mankind and dictated by
God Himself, is, of course, superior in obligation to any other. It is binding over all the globe, in all countries, and at all times.
No human laws are of any validity, if contrary to this” (Alexander Hamilton quoting Sir William Blackstone, The Papers of
Alexander Hamilton, 23 February A.D. 1775). Noah Webster rightly noted in An American Dictionary of the English Language
in 1828 that the laws of nature are “established by the Creator and are, with peculiar felicity of expression, denominated in
Scripture, ‘ordinances of heaven.’”
Submitting to this two-tiered spirit of the Founders well-represented by the documents they produced, we declare our
loyalty to the Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution as they are born from the General Principles.
Where these documents have been altered, misrepresented, or found to be in conflict with the General Principles or Natural
Law, we do not submit.
In accordance with this unequivocal confession, let it be known that the rendering of any executive, legislative, judicial, or
generally bureaucratic conclusions that would inevitably require us to forsake the religious convictions that underpin this
brief statement or urge for us to stray beyond the borders of Natural Law, such conclusions would be considered illegitimate
and would be met by a disposition of disregard from the undersigned.
We mean no disrespect as honor is certainly due our rulers and those in authority as servants of God. Nevertheless, as
indicated, if such actions were to occur, the government would by definition cease to be good, having forsaken its ordination
for service. This would require Christian dissent. Let it be unquestionable that our highest allegiance is to the God of
creation who revealed Himself in Jesus Christ (John 1:1-3,14; Colossians 1:15-20; Hebrews 1:2-3) and who is the only way
of salvation (John 14:6). We will obey Him and His Word rather than men (Acts 5:29).
ADD YOUR NAME AT

OTHISMOS.ORG
IF YOU ARE NOT OF THE CHRISTIAN FAITH BUT AGREE WITH THE ESSENTIAL
PRINCIPLES OF THE OTHISMOS DECLARATION, PLEASE CONSIDER SIGNING BY WAY OF
THE ADDENDUM TO THE DECLARATION AVAILABLE ONLINE.
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Liberty Comes From God
Not The Government
by Dr. Douglas Levesque
BibleNation.org

Liberty is the salt that savors
the soup. Many national factors
go into the state soup pot of
successful nationhood, but without
liberty flavoring it any nation will
be distasteful and unsustaining.
Liberty is freedom. Not as practiced
in modernity - the freedom to do
whatever one wishes, but it is
the freedom to do what is right.
Governments do not give this right,
but they do declare and protect this
right, and that it is to be the natural
state of man.
All of the previously instructed
national factors are necessary to
make that nation succeed and
stand out as something more than
say just a city-state, a corporation or
a confederation. All of those factors
steadily applied will grow a nation
that can be successful. Liberty is,
however, a key ingredient. Nations
without liberty rightly defined and
practiced are just giant gulags and
depressing prisons. The totalitarian
state is not a 20th-century invention.
Liberty versus tyranny goes back to
the garden of Eden.
View Eden as a nation. Vying for
its control are God who gives great
liberty but within a framework of a
single law. “Eat of every tree except
. . .” Enter Satan whose dialogue
questions God, his motives and His
single law. “Ye shall be as gods…”
This lie was given as a promise
of one’s own kingdom. Heaven
gives great liberty while Hell brings
nothing of the sort. Liberty then is
not the absence of good leadership,
dialogue, and law, but only exists
inside these and other factors.
Let us never confuse the anarchy
of licentiousness (meaning everyone
can do whatever they want to do.
That is chaos.) with the order of
liberty.
Everyone is free to live within a
framework of Good and the good is a
fence to keep out the evil. American
forefathers seemed clear on such
liberty and so did the population
at large.
They were not all
churchgoers, but they all understood
the framework of a Biblical order.
The Basics
Liberty, as defined within the
framework of the French Revolution,
was almost akin to anarchy, whereas
Liberty, as defined by the American
Revolution, was the freedom to do
right as ensconced in law. It was

not a license to do evil, no, quite
the contrary. It was a privilege to
be upheld with great responsibility.
Liberty is a sacred honor of the
individual to bend his or her will
to utmost of right, as long as they
are not impeding upon another
individual’s right to do the same.

“Is life so dear, or peace so sweet,
as to be purchased at the price
of chains and slavery? Forbid it,
Almighty God! I know not what course
others
may
take; but as for
me, give me
liberty or give
me death!”
-Patrick Henry

Consider this definition of liberty
by Scott D. Welch used in the
promotion of the film In Search of
Liberty:
“the state or condition of people
who are able to act and speak
freely.”
An anthology of quotes by
the founders is also offered
illustrating the profound and
permeating reverence for
this national factor to be
upheld in the new United
States of America.

Modern Illustration:
Hungary
When the Iron Curtain fell off of
eastern Europe, a new-found liberty
was born. Nations like Hungary had
to learn the right definitions of liberty
and incorporate them into their
national psyche. Criminal elements
were not all of a sudden free to
practice their arts. Law enforcement
had to become accountable not
to the nepotism that communism
engendered, but re-educated as to
their role in a newly free society.
Hungarians new found liberty
created an awkward social fabric
that acted like a fractious and
gangly teenager for a time. A
national adolescence kept
them from true liberty until the
21st century dawned. Today
their liberty is reflected in
law. Their society is safer in
the arms of leaders who have
checks and balances upon
them.

“They who can give up
essential liberty to obtain
a little temporary safety
deserve neither liberty
nor safety.” -Benjamin
Franklin
“We have all one
common cause; let it,
therefore, be our only
contest, who shall
most
contribute
to the security of
the liberties of
America.”
- J o h n
Hancock
“The

Constitution
preserves the advantage of being
armed which Americans possess
over the people of almost every
other nation where the governments
are afraid to trust the people with
arms.” -James Madison
“If the freedom of speech is taken
away then dumb and silent we may
be led, like sheep to the slaughter.”
-George Washington
“Our liberty can never be safe
but in the hands of the people
themselves.” -Thomas Jefferson
“The liberties of our country, the
freedom of our civil constitution, are
worth defending against all hazards:
And it is our duty to defend them
against all attacks.” -Samuel Adams
“Liberty cannot be preserved
without general knowledge among
the people.” -John Adams
“There is a certain enthusiasm in
liberty that makes human nature
rise above itself in acts of bravery
and heroism.” -Alexander Hamilton

responsible for liberty and law.

Hungary
has
realized
that this liberty is found in
their Christian heritage.
The balances of order
that stabilize them and
make them stronger
are only found in
the population’s
insistence
of
religious
liberty and
freedom
of worship.
A
similar
attitude is reflected in
their discourse among neighboring
nations and their economic trends
toward free markets.
Nations
succeed when:

then

will

Consider the indelible Liberty
Square in the heart of Budapest:

Liberty is defined, proposed as law
and understood by the population.

The military will never be used
as police but as a defensive shield
against tyranny.

“Liberty Square is in Budapest,
the capital of Hungary and home
to over three million people.
Budapest was originally a Celtic
settlement with an ancient history.
The Hungarians moved in during
the ninth century and have had a
tumultuous existence beginning with
domination by the Roman Empire
and being pillaged by the Mongols
and continuing through world wars
and Communist revolutions. The
plot of land has, obviously, seen all
of this, but it only became “Liberty
Square” recently.

Police and courts will be subject
to election and they themselves

In 1786, a massive troop barracks
was built on the location by the

Leaders that embrace liberty
will never seek lifelong power as
presidents and politicians.
Crime will be called crime, not
liberty. “Woe unto them that call
good evil and evil good.” - Isaiah
5:20.

Austrians. The barracks would go on
to play

a bloody role in the struggle for
Hungarian independence from the
Hapsburg dynasty. Many Hungarians
were imprisoned and executed at
the barracks, including a Prime
Minister. After the Austria-Hungary
Compromise in 1867, plans were
made to demolish the barracks
which were finally completed in
1897 when room was made for the
square.
During the 20th Century, the
square was the scene of protest
and revolution and war. It became a
monument to communist liberation
(and is still the home to the last
remaining communist statue) as
well as a symbol of freedom from
communism in the form of a statue
of American President Ronald
Reagan. The square itself is a part
of, and symbolic of, the history of
Hungary and Budapest over the
last 250 years.” -from The History
and Stories of Budapest’s Liberty
Square, Monday, 12. June 2017,
free-budapest-tours.com
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Ancient Parallels:
The United States
The early Americans knew that
their love for liberty and the reality
of slavery were a contradiction
and cancerous to national health.
Giving slaves a percentage of a vote
was a temporary compromise and
although i is a very ugly proposition
from where they started. Today,
many fought for the mostly African
slave population to have any value at
all. I was ugly but it was a step away
from slavery.
Of course, such a temporary
band-aid could not solve slavery’s
evil so abolitionists insisted liberty
be applied for all This sentiment
required a new breed of political
party and politician. While Abraham
Lincoln and the Republicans were
by no means all abolitionists, their
election assured war. A war for
among other interests, then end
for slavery and its expansion in the
new world. Approximately 600,000
soldiers died in the Civil war of the
1860s. That is more dead than all
of America’s other wars combined!
Liberty indeed has a price.
Abraham Lincoln
advocate of liberty.

was

an

“Abraham Lincoln is often referred
to as “The Great Emancipator”
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and yet, he did not publicly call for
emancipation throughout his entire
life. Lincoln began his public career
by claiming that he was “antislavery”
-- against slavery’s expansion, but not
calling for immediate emancipation.
However, the man who began as
“antislavery” eventually issued the
Emancipation Proclamation, which
freed all slaves in those states that
were in rebellion. He vigorously
supported the 13th Amendment
which abolished slavery throughout
the United States, and, in the last
speech of his life, he recommended
extending the vote to African
Americans.” - NPS, Lincoln Home

sincerity, and especially because
it forces so many really good men
amongst ourselves into an open war
with the very fundamental principles
of civil liberty -- criticising [sic]
the Declaration of Independence,
and insisting that there is no right
principle of action but self-interest.”
-NPS, Lincoln Home

His famous speech at Peoria,
Illinois, October 16, 1854, clearly
delineates his hatred for slavery,

Isaiah was the great prophet of
Israel that preached liberty.

“I can not but hate [the declared
indifference for slavery’s spread].
I hate it because of the monstrous
injustice of slavery itself. I hate it
because it deprives our republican
example of its just influence in the
world -- enables the enemies of
free institutions, with plausibility, to
taunt us as hypocrites -- causes the
real friends of freedom to doubt our

Has any nation gone to the fullest
extremes of rhetoric and even war to
ensure the national factor of liberty
continues?
The Case of Israel:
Isaiah

“The Spirit of the Lord GOD is
upon me; because the LORD hath
anointed me to preach good tidings
unto the meek; he hath sent me
to bind up the brokenhearted, to
proclaim liberty to the captives, and
the opening of the prison to them
that are bound;” - Isaiah 61:1
Israel, with Moses’ law, its judges,
priests, and kings was always

intended to be a place where the
light of God could liberate all men
and women. Even the structure of
the nation was to be secondary to
the liberty that would come through
Jesus Christ.
Jesus the Messiah was elevated
by Isaiah to be, not just the light of
soul liberty to Israel but unto the
whole world. Liberty was truly to be
for all men.
“There is neither Jew nor Greek,
there is neither bond nor free, there
is neither male nor female: for ye are
all one in Christ Jesus.” - Galatians
3:28
Far from being an endorsement
for slavery, the Bible espouses
liberty from it. While certain peoples
or nations bad behavior creates
a slide into the bonds of slavery,
only the sensibility of God’s Word
and obedience to its tenets will
deliver one from such bondage.
The Scriptures, while recognizing
the reality of the institution of
slavery, rightly portrays it’s evil and
commands masters and servants
alike how to treat one another, all the

while leading its actors to embrace
liberty.
Final Word
Just as Israel had to endure
seasons of slavery, it also enjoyed
great seasons of liberty. The ebb
and flow of its national state was
only and always determined by its
adherence to the voice of reasonable
and principled leadership of its God
and king, Jehovah.
Every nation has this example.
America’s founders had history and
Bible example with which to use
as the parameters of government
and national formation.
The
manifold interpretations of liberty
were considered, but the particular
understanding was fought over until
the bloodshed of the 1860s resolved
the matter.
We close with the example of
Lincoln again.
“In his speech, Lincoln offered
compelling remarks on the meaning
of liberty. “The world has never had
a good definition of the word liberty,

and the American people, just now,
are in want of one.” Lincoln believed
in clear definitions. “We all declare
for Liberty; but in using the same
word we do not all mean the same
thing.” Lincoln explained: “With
some the word liberty may mean
for each man to do as he pleased
with himself, and the product of his
labor; while with others the same
word may mean for some men to do
as they please with other men, and
the product of other men’s labor.”
Lincoln underlined the tragic truth
that these two “incompatible things”
were called by the same name—
liberty.”
He drove the point home with a
metaphor whose meaning no one
could miss. “The shepherd drives
the wolf from the sheep’s throat,
for which the sheep thanks the
shepherd as a liberator, while the
wolf denounces him for the same act
as the destroyer of liberty, especially
if the sheep was a black one.” -Caleb
Paxton, Abraham Lincoln on Liberty,
liveratusdc.org
Excerpt from The Design and
Destiny of Nations
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The gospel has the power to transform America’s
culture and communities. The message of the
gospel is the truth of Jesus Christ and when it is
clearly understood and accepted, will transform any
who believe it.

meeting, come hear how the gospel can change
your life. Jesus can deliver you from addiction, He
can deliver you from depression, He can deliver
you from emptiness and He can deliver you from
fear.

America has a great history of evangelists who
led gospel crusades against sin and immorality in
society and saw real change occur. We believe that
the gospel is still the great need of this nation and
of our own community. Shiawassee county needs
to be transformed by Jesus Christ.

If you believe the gospel, then come and support
the work of evangelism in your community.

For that cause, Immanuel Baptist Church, along
with Christian leaders of this community will be
hosting evangelist Chris Miller for a one-night
Evangelistic Crusade on September 26.

THE LEBOWSKY CENTER

DOWNTOWN OWOSSO
September 26 at 7:00PM

If you believe you need the gospel, then come
and hear the good news of Jesus and be changed.
If you are skeptical or unbelieving then come
with an open mind and allow your perspective to
be challenged by the gospel.

If you are curious, then come and investigate the
claims of the power of the gospel for yourself.
community
will
share
their
stories
of
the
power
that
We hope you will come, whoever you are, whatever
At this meeting the Evangelist will clearly
you are going through, God loves you, Jesus, died for
and simply preach the message of the gospel, the the message of the gospel has had in their lives.
choir and orchestra will perform music inspired by
you, and the Gospel is for you.
the message of the gospel and members of this All are welcome and encouraged to attend this
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Creation

WHAT DOES THE U
ABOUT ITS
We do not have an ordinary Sun.
It is brighter than 85% of all stars and has more mass than 90% of all stars. Of all the
stars, 75% are red dwarfs, having less than 5% of the light output of the sun. If our sun
were a red dwarf, the earth would have to be closer to receive its warmth. If it were that
close, it would become locked in position - causing one side of the planet to always be dark
- resulting in no life. Red dwarfs also frequently have violent flares, so much so that red
dwarfs are nicknamed “red flares.” The remaining stars that aren’t red dwarfs are unstable
and would expel too much radiation to support life on any planet orbiting close enough to
support life. Our sun is a class G star. More than half of these are binary or multiple systems
which would again not provide a stable climate for the earth. Essentially, all of the stars
we know the most about in the universe are smaller, cooler, dimmer, unstable, or part of a
binary system.
Our sun is amazingly stable. For example, EV Lacertae is a red dwarf that has 1% of the
sun’s light output, but it had a mega-flare 1,000 times brighter than the sun. If earth were
near this red dwarf, our atmosphere would have been stripped off and everything fried
because of these flares. Scientists are beginning to observe that superflares on typical
stars happen once every century. These scientists question why our sun hasn’t experienced
superflares in all of recorded history. Our sun is quiet, calm, and stable. One 30 year study
found the sun’s energy varied only .06%. Our sun is no ordinary star- it is perfectly designed
to sustain life on earth. This is no accident.1

The universe exhibits the
movements as a finely cra

Beginning with our own solar system, we fin
counterclockwise as viewed from above the ea
and precise. A planet’s orbital momentum te
the sun’s gravity pulls the planet’s path into
planets did not have orbital motion, the sun w
circular orbits prevent planets from straying in
the sun in about the same plane (called the e
from earth AND from the large gas giants to p

The Milky Way Galaxy also shows clockwo
central hub in such a manner that gravity keep
stars all travel in the same direction, thereby p

Such clockwork motion implies that there m
made itself. Clockwork motion means there i
God. The heavens do declare the glory of God

“THE HEAVENS DECLA
The sky reveals the glory of God. Every day, all day,
and through the night, speech pours forth into the
world to all people. The speech is coming from the
sky, as God speaks through His creation. Like an
artist, He paints His message on a canvass, and His
canvass is the heavens. We can’t get away from it.
The heavens proclaim God’s majesty and glory.
This is not a message fully communicated by words
alone, for God’s glory must fill the earth. Nor is it
fully communicated in the heavens, because God’s
creatures have impaired spiritual sight.
So, while people see God’s glory, they don’t
recognize it as God’s glory. They actually give glory
to created objects rather than the Creator. Speech
comes forth from the heavens, but the message
is received with distortion. When we stand under
the star-filled sky, we are like amateurs in an art
museum. We don’t know what we are looking at.
That’s why God makes Himself known to us not only
through the sky but also through His written Word by
the power of His Spirit. The Word and the Spirit are
a greater benefit to us in our spiritually blind state.
The Word is perfect. It can convert ours souls from
rebellion against God to living for God. It shows our

sinfulness and misery in departing from God and the
necessity of our return to Him. It’s teaching is true,
and we can fully depend upon it.4
In the Bible God gives us the plan of how to be
born again which means to be saved. His plan is
simple! You can be saved today. How?
First, my friend, you must realize you are a sinner.
“For all have sinned, and come short of the glory of
God” (Romans 3:23).
Because you are a sinner, you are condemned
to death. “For the wages [payment] of sin is death”
(Romans 6:23). This includes eternal separation
from God in Hell.
“ . . . it is appointed unto men once to die, but after
this the judgment” (Hebrews 9:27).
But God loved you so much He gave His only
begotten Son, Jesus, to bear your sin and die in your
place.
“ . . . He hath made Him [Jesus, Who knew no
sin] to be sin for us . . . that we might be made the
righteousness of God in Him” (2 Corinthians 5:21).
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Creation

E UNIVERSE SAY
TS ORIGIN?
NASA images continue to astonish scientists.

bits the same precise
finely crafted clock.

system, we find that the planets orbit in the same direction,
m above the earth’s North Pole. Each planet’s orbit is stable
momentum tends to send the planet in a straight line, but
et’s path into a circle (or nearly a circle, an ellipse). If the
ion, the sun would pull them in and burn them up. Nearly
om straying into another planet’s orbit. All the planets orbit
e (called the ecliptic). This allows them to be easily located
as giants to protect the earth from comet-sized bodies.

hows clockwork design. The stars in our galaxy orbit the
at gravity keeps the stars in a stable orbit. These billions of
tion, thereby preventing collisions.

Why the surprise? Because probe after probe sends back images that would not be
expected if our solar system were billions of years old. Evidence for the recent creation of our
solar system abounds - from the moon of Jupiter (Io) which is inexplicably volcanically active
(it should be a cold moon, if millions of years old) to the raging storms and heat radiating
from Neptune (it should be a cold planet if millions of years old); from the magnetic field of
Mercury (which should not exist if this solid planet was billions of years old) to stable rings
of dust orbiting the sun within the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter (which should
have long ago been pulled apart by gravitational attraction of the sun). The latest discovery
supporting the recent creation of our solar system is the smooth surface of Pluto.
In July of 2015, NASA released photographs taken during the New Horizons space probe’s
fly-by of Pluto. Again evolutionary scientists were stunned by the evidence. Pluto’s surface
showed very few craters. If Pluto had been in existence for billions of years, there should
have been millions of craters on the surface from impacts of objects hitting it, and any gas
in the atmosphere around the planetoid should be long gone. Yet, Pluto was inexplicably
found to have very few craters and a nitrogen atmosphere. Both are best understood as
perfectly logical because our solar system is a recent creation by God only about 6000
years ago - rather than a chance formation billions of years ago. Pluto’s smooth surface,
along with the existence of an atmosphere, cries out, “Pluto is young!”3

s that there must be a clockmaker. We do not say a clock
means there is One who is a clockmaker, and that One is
e glory of God!2
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Jesus had to shed His blood and die. “For the
life of the flesh is in the blood” (Lev. 17:11). “ . . .
without shedding of blood is no remission [pardon]”
(Hebrews 9:22).
“ . . . God commendeth His love toward us, in
that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.”
(Romans 5:8).
Although we cannot understand how, God said my
sins and your sins were laid upon Jesus and He died
in our place. He became our substitute. It is true.
God cannot lie.
My friend, “God . . . commandeth all men
everywhere to repent” (Acts 17:30). This repentance
is a change of mind that agrees with God that one is
a sinner, and also agrees with what Jesus did for us
on the Cross.
In Acts 16:30-31, the Philippian jailer asked Paul
and Silas: “ . . . ‘Sirs, what must I do to be saved?’
And they said, ‘Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and
thou shalt be saved . . . .’ ”
Simply believe on Him as the one who bore your
sin, died in your place, was buried, and whom God

resurrected. His resurrection powerfully assures that
the believer can claim everlasting life when Jesus is
received as Savior.

by faith. Believe, and you will be saved. No church,
no lodge, no good works can save you. Remember,
God does the saving. All of it!

“But as many as received Him, to them gave He
power to become the sons of God, even to them that
believe on His name” (John 1:12).

God’s simple plan of salvation is: You are a sinner.
Therefore, unless you believe on Jesus Who died
in your place, you will spend eternity in Hell. If you
believe on Him as your crucified, buried, and risen
Savior, you receive forgiveness for all of your sins
and His gift of eternal salvation by faith.

“For whosoever shall call upon the name of the
Lord shall be saved.” (Romans 10:13).
Whosoever includes you. Shall be saved means
not maybe, nor can, but shall be saved.
Surely, you realize you are a sinner. Right now,
wherever you are, repenting, lift your heart to God
in prayer.
In Luke 18:13, the sinner prayed: “God be merciful
to me a sinner.” Just pray: “Oh God, I know I am a
sinner. I believe Jesus was my substitute when He
died on the Cross. I believe His shed blood, death,
burial, and resurrection were for me. I now receive
Him as my Savior. I thank You for the forgiveness
of my sins, the gift of salvation and everlasting life,
because of Your merciful grace. Amen.”
Just take God at His word and claim His salvation

You say, “Surely, it cannot be that simple.” Yes,
that simple! It is scriptural. It is God’s plan. My friend,
believe on Jesus and receive Him as Savior today.
If His plan is not perfectly clear, read this over and
over, without laying it down, until you understand it.
Your soul is worth more than all the world.5
“For what shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the
whole world and lose his own soul?” (Mark 8:36).
Be sure y sure you are saved. If you lose your soul,
you miss Heaven and lose all. Let God save you this
very moment! If you want to be saved, or if you have
any questions please call 989-743-6700.
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To A Woman Considering Abortion
by Jackie Hill Perry
DesiringGod.org
“Why do you want to do this?” I
asked, with urgency and a heavy
heart.
“Because I don’t wanna get fat
or have to tell my parents,” she
responded. Her voice was calm and
full of indifference, as if my question
made reference to the weather rather
than the abortion she was about to
undergo.

faith, take another route — the path sin is much more pleasurable to you
that leads to life, not death.
than Christ. Your heart is inclined to
choose everything other than God for
Unforeseen Responsibilities
its satisfaction, and this disposition
has led you to this point — to the idea
I got pregnant with my daughter that the murder of your unborn child
on my honeymoon. Initially, I did not is the most rational way to preserve
look on my pregnancy with joy, but your joy.
rather the recognition of another
life inside of me felt burdensome. I
But, to the contrary, the one true
had plans for me and my husband to joy available to us all can be found
spend the beginning of our marriage only in Christ. To know God is to know
alone. No children. No unexpected authentic joy. Fight to believe that
responsibilities. Just the freedom the sin of abortion will not satisfy

Two hours later, the unwanted
baby inside the womb of my 17-yearold mentee was gone. I will never
forget that day and how it felt.
Holding the phone, pleading with her
to let her baby live. To consider God’s
sovereignty and how involved he was
with the new life she sought to rid
herself of. The scenario was weighty
at its core because I was conversing
with a teenage girl on the brink of
committing murder.

“Abortion will not
satisfy you.”

abort your child is selfishness. I don’t
say that to condemn, but to reveal
in love. Understanding this will bring
your struggle to light so that it can be
Tragically, in our society, the replaced with the truth that you were
same doesn’t ring true in our hearts made for more.
towards children. We view them as
“mistakes” when they are conceived
Living a life that revolves around
without our permission, rather than you is not to live at all. It’s the
as gifts from the providential hand paradox of what it means to be
of a loving God. Psalm 127:3 says, blessed: “It is more blessed to give
“Lo, children are an heritage of the than to receive” (Acts 20:35). And
LORD: and the fruit of the womb is truly great: “whosoever will be great
his reward” Pay attention to the word among you, let him be your minister”
from in that Scripture. Your child was (Matthew 20:26). And ultimately,
like Jesus: “For even the Son of man
came not to be ministered unto,
but to minister, and to give his life a
ransom for many” (Mark 10:45).

“Living a life that
revolves around you
is not to live at all.”
Jesus, the exalted king, worthy
of eternal praise and adoration,
became a servant. How much more
should we through the avenue of
parenthood. We were not created to
be self-serving creatures, but instead
we were made to love God and love
people.

Unexpected Inconvenience
Perhaps that’s you, right now.
You’ve found out that you are
pregnant and you’re considering an
abortion. After all, this wasn’t a part
of your plan — the baby, that is.
“It” seems to be an unexpected
inconvenience. Your freedom is
at stake, your body under siege,
and your life potentially under the
authority of another, or so you
think. The temporal pleasures of
sex weren’t supposed to lead to a
lifetime of parenthood. Now the only
option up for consideration is to call
the nearest Planned Parenthood
and schedule the appointment you
believe will maintain the autonomy
you enjoy.
I do not presume to know you, your
circumstances, or the complete array
of thoughts at home in your heart, but
I do know that if you are considering
abortion, it is because your mind and
heart have been led to believe lies.
These lies come from a dark place,
where light and truth don’t reign, only
pride. The same pride that caused
Eve to assume true freedom and
happiness could only be experienced
apart from the will of God. Now, due
to sin’s influence on your logic, you
are following in her footsteps.
I beg you to walk another way. By

Look into the Future

that I believed children would hinder. you. Allow the recognition of such
to lead you into the arms of the only
Though I did not consider abortion, Savior sufficient to save you. There,
I still had the heart of an abortionist. you will find forgiveness and freedom
I saw the life inside of me as a from the penalty and power of sin.
stumbling block to my joy. I looked Then you will know joy and happiness
at this baby not as a gift from God in God, and God alone, under whom
but as a mistake. And from that this can be said of you: “Blessed
perspective, I can understand your (Happy) are they which do hunger
anxiety.
and thirst after righteousness: for
they shall be filled.” (Matthew 5:6).
I know how it feels to be caught off
guard by Providence and desperately 2) Children Are Gifts from God
want your will to be done instead of
God’s. Yet there is still a choice to If we had a discussion on why we look
be made. Either let your actions be forward to birthdays and Christmas,
governed by lies or believe the truth. the common denominator in our love
for both events might rest on their
The truth is this:
emphasis on gifts. Gifts not only
make us feel appreciated and loved,
1) Murder Will Not Make You Happy but they often reveal the heart that
the giver of the gift has for us.
You were born convinced that true
joy is discovered apart from God. That

not conceived by happenstance; your
child was conceived because God
created that child, in his image, with
purpose, and placed him or her in
your womb for God’s glory and your
joy. Fight to reorient your thinking to
believe this as fact.
Don’t let society’s ideology about
children influence you, and lead you
to abort the human being growing
inside of you. He or she is a gift.
3) You Were Made for More
This world is bursting with selfcenteredness. If there is one thing
we are all skilled at, it is being selfish.
We reckon that living for someone
other than self seems foolish at best.

Before I got off the phone with
my friend just two hours before
she aborted her child, there was
one major thing I begged her to
see — the future. I wanted her to let
go of all of the negative thoughts
she believed her future to be, and
instead consider the great positives
and wonderful things that could
come from her choosing to be a
mother over a murderer. To imagine
the joy her child would bring to her
life. To imagine the purpose God
has in store for her child. To imagine
the amazing opportunity of raising
someone with the potential to impact
the world around us in ways unseen.
And I implore you to do the same.
Just for a moment, I want you to
step outside of yourself and imagine
all of the beauty that could be if
only you’d choose life over death,
motherhood over murder, sacrifice
over selfishness, and true joy over
empty lies.

I am sensitive to your predicament,
but I must be frank with you about
its root. The root of your desire to

Meet the Pregnancy
Resource Center
OUR MISSION
The mission of the Pregnancy
Resource Center of Shiawassee
County is to demonstrate the
compassion of Jesus Christ and
provide pregnancy-related services
that support life for both mother and
child.
The Pregnancy Resource Center
was founded in 1985 to offer at-risk
women an alternative to abortion,
providing support and loving care
in difficult situations. Family Life
Services was founded as the parent
of the Pregnancy Resource Center of
Shiawassee County. From that time
onward, we have provided care and
resources for men and women and
their children (born and unborn),
understanding that both are
valuable human beings with basic
rights and individual needs.
The
Pregnancy
Resource
Center believes that all life begins
the moment of conception and
therefore cannot support abortion

regardless of circumstances. We will
do everything possible to support
a woman carrying a child to term
and have extreme empathy for their
individual circumstances.
The PRC is an independent, nonprofit organization dedicated to
helping men and women no matter
their circumstances, and regardless
of age, race, finances, and religious
beliefs. All our help is provided free
of charge and fully confidential.
We do not perform or refer for
abortion or abortifacients, under
any circumstances. We do provide
educational information regarding
abortion.
PREGNANCY TESTING:
We offer Free and confidential
pregnancy tests* (self-administered,
WIC qualifying) Based on the results
of the test, the PRC offers mentoring
and referrals for women in their
particular situation.

*Note:
We are not yet a medical facility
and cannot make any diagnosis or
interpretation of your test results or
symptoms.
We are not a substitute for prenatal care or medical services.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN:
This Program consists of a series
of educational classes to help
provide mothers and fathers with
the skills needed to raise a child.
Courses include prenatal, infant
through toddler care, nutrition, and
discipline. Participants will receive
“Baby Bucks” for completing these
courses. Baby Bucks are credits
that can be used on items such as
diapers, baby formula and food,
clothing, blankets, baby equipment
(Based on availability) or in the
Elizabeths resale shop.
SURRENDERING THE SECRET:
post-abortion healing

Women
can
suffer
great
psychological
and
emotional
damage resulting from abortion.
We offer a Bible-based study to help
post-abortive women find healing
and forgiveness through Jesus and
God’s love for them.
ADOPTION REFERRALS:
We partner with adoption
agencies, and will assist Mothers
and Fathers* as they go through the
adoption process. The agencies we
work with will help match a client
with a family, and walk through all
the legalities to make the process as
smooth as possible.
* Note: We do not facilitate
adoptions for prospective parents.
COMMUNITY RESOURCES and
MEDICAL REFERRALS:
We
connect
Mothers
and
Fathers that choose to parent with
community resources, government
assistance programs and medical

care to encourage and support a
decision for life.
FATHERHOOD TRAINING:
Practical Fatherhood is part of
the Earn While You Learn program,
offered to Fathers only. Classes
are led by male mentors and cover
topics such as being a good role
model, “the Dad difference,” and
consistency in parenting. Enrolled
Fathers can earn Baby Bucks to
purchase products from the Center
or Boutique.
MEDICAL CLINIC: (coming soon)
We are raising funds to open
a medical clinic which will offer
pregnancy tests and ultrasound
services (2-D)
Contact the Center and Learn
More at prcowosso.org
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History

When America Put Pastors in Prison
The Baptist Battle for
Religious Liberty
By Thomas Kidd
DesiringGod.com
In 1774, James Madison wrote
to a friend in Pennsylvania about
troubling developments in Virginia.
There were reasons to worry about
oppressive British taxes, of course,
but that was not Madison’s primary
concern in this letter. The “worst”
news he had to deliver was that the
“diabolical Hell conceived principle
of persecution” was raging in the
colony. “There are at this [time] . .
. not less than 5 or 6 well meaning
men in [jail] for publishing their
religious sentiments. . . . Pray for
liberty of conscience to revive
among us.” While today we tend to
think of early America as a bastion of
religious liberty, many in the colonial
era lamented its absence.

“No one suffered
more persecution
than Baptists.”
No one suffered more persecution
than Baptists. They were the most
likely “well meaning” Christians
to be thrown in jail on the eve of
the American Revolution. While
leaders like Madison and Thomas
Jefferson learned much about the
need for religious freedom from
“Enlightened” authors such as John
Locke, their deepest convictions
about liberty of conscience came
from watching it being denied to
fellow Americans.
What Set Baptists Apart
Baptists caught the brunt of
persecution because of their
unusual practices and brash style.
Baptists had begun to appear in
early seventeenth-century England,
and were present in America by
the early colonial period. Insisting
that the baptism of believers by
immersion was the biblical mode,
they were fighting an uphill battle

in the religious culture of the day.
With few exceptions, Christians
had taught for a millennium that
baptism was meant for infants.
Infant baptism introduced a child
into the covenanted community of
the church, and hopefully put them
on the path of salvation. Depriving
babies of that blessing seemed
tantamount to child abuse, the
Baptists’ persecutors believed.

and began flailing him with all his
might. Still, Holmes felt the presence
of God as at no other time in his life.
The pain of the scourging lifted away.
When they untied him, Holmes stood
up and smiled. “You have struck me
as with roses,” he chided them.

Baptists were among the most
fractious of all dissenters. They
refused to attend the state-backed
churches of England or America,
or to pay religious taxes to support
those churches. They flamboyantly
violated rules that required
dissenters to secure licenses
from the government to preach.
Sometimes local authorities would
not agree to have these dissenters
preach at all. Regardless, Baptist
itinerants traveled throughout the
colonies, often holding outdoor
baptismal services in rivers and
lakes, drawing crowds of mockers.
The Troublers of Churches
Baptists,
Quakers,
and
other nonconformists suffered
discrimination and maltreatment in
the American colonies that believers
today in places from China to Nigeria
would find strangely familiar. In 1651,
for example, a man named Obadiah
Holmes, accused of proselytizing
for the Baptists, was taken from his
cell at Boston’s prison to receive a
punishment of thirty lashes with
a three-corded whip. Holmes had
been alone in prison for weeks,
struggling to come to terms with the
impending travail. But the day of his
whipping, an unusual calm came
over him. Although his captors tried
to keep him from speaking, he would
not be silent.
“I am now come to be baptized in
afflictions by your hands,” Holmes
said, “that so I may have further
fellowship with my Lord, and am
not ashamed of his sufferings, for
by his stripes am I healed.” Holmes
was tied to a post. The officer tasked
with meting out Holmes’s sentence
spit on his hands, took up a whip,

Pennsylvania, founded in the 1680s,
offered religious liberty not only to
persecuted Quakers, but to a host of
Christian sects.

By 1700, many of the worst
aspects of persecution against
dissenters in England and America
had ended, but most of the
colonies (like England) still had
official denominations. New radical
movements emerging from the
Great Awakening of the 1740s ran
afoul of the “established” church’s
requirements, and a new wave of
American persecution began.
The Persecution Progresses

A 1645 Massachusetts law had
specifically banned Baptists from the
colony, calling them “the incendiaries
of commonwealths” and “the
troublers of churches in all places.”
Quakers sometimes endured even
rougher treatment than that faced
by Baptists. Massachusetts expelled
several Quaker missionaries in the
late 1650s, warning them not to
come back. Three did return, and
Massachusetts executed them by
hanging.
Freedom for Some
Colonial America did have an
embryonic tradition of religious
liberty, of course. Rhode Island
founder Roger Williams had been
expelled from Massachusetts for
criticizing that colony’s mingling
of state and church. Accordingly,
when he started his new colony,
he mandated that Rhode Island
would not sponsor any particular
Christian denomination. No one
would suffer persecution for their
beliefs or religious practices
there. Likewise, William Penn’s

The great New England Baptist
pastor
and
historian
Isaac
Backus
recorded
numerous
instances of the harassment
of Baptists in Connecticut and
Massachusetts during the mid1700s. When Baptists of Sturbridge,
Massachusetts refused to pay
to support the Congregationalist
Church, authorities imprisoned
some of them for tax evasion, while
from other Baptists they seized
property including livestock, tools,
pots, and pans.
Madison’s and Jefferson’s Virginia
saw the era’s worst outbreak of
persecution against Baptists. During
the 1760s and 1770s, more than
thirty Baptist pastors were jailed for
illegal preaching in the colony. Many
more Baptists suffered violence
and intimidation. Itinerant Baptist
preacher James Ireland was among
those arrested, but even jail time
would not shut him up. His friends
and supporters came to listen to him
preach through the cell grate. Some
of these were African American
Christians, whom white authorities
dragged away to be whipped.
Ireland’s tormenters devised other
means to keep him quiet — some
burned noxious materials to drive
away his audience. Some even
urinated on him as he spoke to the
crowd.
Our Costly, Fragile Freedom

a backlash, as Enlightened elites and
evangelical Christians alike called for
a new era of religious freedom. That
reaction birthed the most important
statutes regarding religious liberty in
American history. Backed by legions
of Baptists and other evangelicals,
Madison and Jefferson finally
secured the adoption of the Bill for
Establishing Religious Liberty in
1786, stopping formal support for
the Church of England and promising
an end to religious persecution. That
law was the critical precedent for
Madison’s religion clauses in the
First Amendment, which committed
the new nation to “free exercise of
religion” and prohibited Congress
from establishing a national
denomination.
America has historically set the
global pace for religious liberty,
though even in America that
freedom was hard won. Long before
secularism took hold in America,
persecution was already part of
the American story. Where religious
freedoms failed the Baptists,
they endured oppression for their
theological commitments. Every
generation of Christians should be
prepared for it. “The servant is not
greater than his lord,” said Jesus. “If
they have persecuted me, they will
also persecute you” (John 15:20).

“We would be
foolish to think that
this could never
happen again.”
We should also be thankful life in
America today for Baptists is not as
oppressive as earlier generations
faced. But neither should we indulge
the fantasy that religious liberty is
permanently secure. If there was a
time when free exercise of religion
was viciously denied to many
Americans, we would be foolish to
think that this could never happen
again.

The troubles in Virginia generated

A Plea For Religious Liberty
Twelve Arguments for
Liberty of Religion and
Conscience written in
1644 by the Founding
Father of Religious
Liberty In America.

getting a charter for his colony from
Parliament, he wrote the work from
which this dialogue is taken.

By Roger Williams

“Consciences
and worships, be
granted to all men
in all nations and
countries; and they
are only to be fought
against with that
sword which is...the
Word of God.”

Roger Williams (ca. 1603-83),
religious leader and one of the
founders of Rhode Island, was
the son of a well-to-do London
businessman.
Educated
at
Cambridge (A.B., 1627) he became
a clergyman and in 1630 sailed for
Massachusetts. He refused a call
to the church of Boston because
it had not formally broken with the
Church of England, but after two
invitations he became the assistant
pastor, later pastor, of the church
at Salem. He questioned the right
of the colonists to take the Indians’
land from them merely on the legal
basis of the royal charter and in
other ways ran afoul of the oligarchy
then ruling Massachusetts. In 1635
he was found guilty of spreading
“new authority of magistrates” and
was ordered to be banished from
the colony. He lived briefly with
friendly Indians and then, in 1636,
founded Providence in what was
to be the colony of Rhode Island
and Providence Plantations. His
religious views led him to become
briefly a Baptist, later a Seeker.
In 1644, while he was in England

First, that the blood of so
many hundred thousand souls of
Protestants and Papists, spilt in the
wars of present and former ages,
for their respective consciences, is

not required nor accepted by Jesus
Christ the Prince of Peace.

conscience.
Fourthly,
the
doctrine
of
persecution for cause of conscience
is proved guilty of all the blood of the
souls crying for vengeance under
the altar.

only to be fought against with that
sword which is only (in soul matters)
able to conquer, to wit, the sword of
God’s Spirit, the Word of God.
Seventhly, the state of the Land of
Israel, the kings and people thereof
in peace and war, is proved figurative
and ceremonial, and no pattern nor
precedent for any kingdom or civil
state in the world to follow.
Eighthly, God requireth not a
uniformity of religion to be enacted
and enforced in any civil state; which
enforced uniformity (sooner or later)
is the greatest occasion of civil war,
ravishing of conscience, persecution
of Christ Jesus in his servants, and
of the hypocrisy and destruction of
millions of souls.

Secondly, pregnant scriptures and
arguments are throughout the work
proposed against the doctrine of
persecution for cause of conscience.

Fifthly, all civil states with their
officers of justice in their respective
constitutions and administrations
are proved essentially civil, and
therefore not judges, governors,
or defenders of the spiritual or
Christian state and worship.

Thirdly, satisfactory answers are
given to scriptures, and objections
produced by Mr. Calvin, Beza, Mr.
Cotton, and the ministers of the New
English churches and others former
and later, tending to prove the
doctrine of persecution for cause of

Sixthly, it is the will and command
of God that (since the coming of his
Son the Lord Jesus) a permission of
the most paganish, Jewish, Turkish,
or antichristian consciences and
worships, be granted to all men in all
nations and countries; and they are

Ninthly, in holding an enforced
uniformity of religion in a civil state,
we must necessarily disclaim our
desires and hopes of the Jew’s
conversion to Christ.
Tenthly, an enforced uniformity
of religion throughout a nation or
civil state, confounds the civil and
religious, denies the principles of
Christianity and civility, and that
Jesus Christ is come in the flesh.
Eleventhly, the permission of other
consciences and worships than a
state professeth only can (according
to God) procure a firm and lasting
peace (good assurance being taken
according to the wisdom of the civil

state for uniformity of civil obedience
from all forts).
Twelfthly, lastly, true civility and
Christianity may both flourish in a
state or kingdom, notwithstanding
the permission of divers and
contrary consciences, either of Jew
or Gentile....
TRUTH. I acknowledge that to
molest any person, Jew or Gentile,
for either professing doctrine, or
practicing worship merely religious
or spiritual, it is to persecute him,
and such a person (whatever his
doctrine or practice be, true or
false) suffereth persecution for
conscience.
But withal I desire it may be well
observed that this distinction is
not full and complete: for beside
this that a man may be persecuted
because he holds or practices what
he believes in conscience to be a
truth (as Daniel did, for which he
was cast into the lions’ den, Dan. 6),
and many thousands of Christians,
because they durst not cease to
preach and practice what they
believed was by God commanded, as
the Apostles answered (Acts 4 & 5),
I say besides this a man may also be
persecuted, because he dares not
be constrained to yield obedience to
such doctrines and worships as are
by men invented and appointed....
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Should Nations Enforce Borders? P
Every Nation Should
have and Secure
Definable Borders

whereas what was once Yugoslavia
must be in constant turmoil by virtue
of undefined spaces and blending of
languages.

By Dr. Douglas Levesque
BibleNation.org

Consider how irreverent border
considerations can shape a nation
and its future ebb and flow:

The lines on the map tell us
about the sovereign control a nation
claims over its space. This space
well occupied and rightly utilized
can allow a country to define itself,
becoming prosperous or pitiful by
virtue of its borders.

“Winston’s Hiccup”, also referred
to as “Churchill’s Sneeze”, is an
apocryphal name for the abruptly
concave section of Jordan’s eastern
border with Saudi Arabia, causing

applications of this factor:

a.
Examine
the
national
boundaries of your space and
embrace them. Exert your influence

“Thou hast set all
the borders of the
earth:”
Psalm 74:14

take unquestionable control once
ownership is established. Arbitration
takes time but can produce great
results.

d. Give a friendly hand and firstrate status to neighbors and nearby
nations. Form coalitions in trade,
defense, and culture.
e. Educate your citizenry of the
geography.
Name mountains,
rivers, forests, and valleys. Develop
that which the natural lines dictate

While globalists revel in poetic
rhetoric about a borderless world,
such fantastic ideals are not realistic
or received by most citizens. The
false narratives of global warming,
internet freedoms, and bitcoin
usage are all for the purpose of
exploiting the so-called “need” for
one world citizenship. The U.N.’s
declaration of human rights will
need to have international courts to
judge individual complaints and a
global army to enforce its verdicts.
Erasing borders is simply an excuse
to replace one government, a
national one, with another - a global
one.

When a society united by language
and boundaries is fully encapsulated
it has tended to bring about a
satisfaction of circumstances rather
than a seeking of conquest. For
instance, where China’s borders are
well defined (i.e. the Pacific ocean)
it seems content to leave neighbors
alone (i.e. Japan);
however,
where there is common language
(Taiwan) it becomes discontent with
the separation.
Boundary lines
then, rather than being touted as
Machiavellian or barbaric, are the
very factors that prevent aggressive
behavior. A nation then like New
Zealand is clearly defined, at rest
with its space and control thereof,
and free to focus on prosperity

Historical Example - Mexico
The Mexican American war was
fought over control of geography and
the established borders that were
drawn as a result of that conflict have
held for over 180 years. Today that
same border is a hotbed of political
intrigue as Americans debate over
just how strongly that borderline
should be guarded and developed.
The lack of immigration standards
that are connected to language
loyalty and culture (i.e. the Spanish
speaking culture on both sides of
the border effectively erase the
citizenship identity of both nations)
create the problem and foster ins
continuance.
Modern Illustration - Vietnam
North and South Vietnam have
the same language and similar
cultures, yet the other national
factors noted in this book remained
absent or were grossly frustrated by
political corruption and ideological
differences. Ho Chi Minh spent
years in both Europe and the United
States. He blended socialism and
agrarianism into a Buddhist blend
of the Communist party. His civil
tactics included violence over voting
contests and competing with an
increasing corruption in the south
negating the Catholic and Christian
influencers that existed there for
centuries.

The Basics
Borders are rarely superficial but
seem to be created by the hand of
natural boundaries such as water or
mountain ranges. These boundaries
place two or more countries apart
from each other even though they
are only inches apart. Such lines
are often scoffed at as artificial or
spurious, but without them, there
are no nations. The shape of the
earth itself directed the formation of
nations by spilling people out along
rivers and valleys and dividing them
by mountains and oceans. When
lines are not well defined, controlled
and defended, they often are the
reason for conflict or war. Properly
governed, they become the very
bond of friendships and alliances.

has stood well ever since.

the border to resemble a zigzag
shape.
The legend arose based on an
account of Winston Churchill (then
serving as the Secretary of State
for the Colonies) boasting in his
later years that he had created the
British protectorate of Transjordan in
1921 “with the stroke of a pen, one
Sunday afternoon in Cairo”; some
stories purport that this drawing of
the boundary took place following a
“particularly liquid lunch”.
According to Warren Dockter, it
likely stems from “a misquote from
Churchill’s speech in the House
of Commons on 24 March 1936
when Churchill declared, ‘The Emir
Abdullah is in TransJordania where
I put him one Sunday afternoon
at Jerusalem’” Churchill was in
Jerusalem for the Cairo Conference
between Friday 25 March and
Wednesday 30 March 1921; he
was to have his first meeting with
Abdullah on Monday 28 March. Wikipedia
The thoughtful king or controlling
body of any nation, therefore, must
be considerate of the following

“To admit foreigners
indiscriminately to
the rights of citizens
the moment they put
foot in our country
would be nothing
less than to admit
the Grecian horse
into the citadel
of our liberty and
sovereignty.”
Alexander Hamilton,
over the entire space.
b. Mark the lines physically with a
road, fence, sign, flag, etc. This does
not imply isolation but allows for a
welcoming sense.
c. Where there are disputed lines,
give and take. Give liberally, but

(beaches, resorts border crossings,
etc).
f. A vibrant border guard and
regimen is not a sign of militancy but
certainly does not allow the militant
neighbor to view you as timid.
g. Immigration of labor should
be
controlled.
Foreigners
desiring citizenship should have
requirements such as language and
loyalty.
Medieval Europe or Japan with
their feudal systems fostered
constant fear and regional warfare
because of lack of leadership,
cohesion, and defined lines of
space. North America has been
relatively peaceful even though
there are several nations with
multiple states within them. The
American Civil War was fought over
issues of slavery and states rights,
but also included the question of
“Was slavery to be included in the
colonization of western space?”,
and, “within what boundaries?”
West Virginia separated from Virginia
and redefined its space. That line

Ho Chi Minh rejected the design
and destiny of nations by both
rejecting the Christian foundations
of the West while embracing only
their baser political principles.
Knowing the democracy he was
trying to spread in his nation must
compete with Buddhism in the
south and Communism in the North,
he proposed to exploit the divide
and create a false border as a step
to total control. Today, American
veterans of the war visit the old
Demilitarized Zone, the wartime
border that separated North and
South Vietnam as tourists. While
now united and internally borderless,
the Communist government is now
open to western styles of capitalism
but continues border disputes with
China and the Philippines over the
Spratly islands. The United States is
currently backing the Philippine and
Vietnamese claims. It is a border
dispute that just may spark World
War Three.
The Case of Israel - Gaza
Israel’s borders are well defined in
the Scriptures, “From the Nile to the
Euphrates.”
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A non-profit charity that seeks to provide reliable transportation
for families and individuals in full-time Christian ministry.

DONATE YOUR USED VEHICLE
Ministry Motors is a non-profit charity who’s goal is to provide reliable transportation to those in
full-time Christian ministry. Ministry Motors needs your help by partnering with us with a charitable
contribution or a donation of your used vehicle. Ministry Motors will issue you a tax-deductible receipt
for the Blue Book value of your vehicle. Even if your car is old or non-running, any donation will help
towards providing reliable transportation for those in need.

LOCATION

210 S. Water Street
Owosso, MI 48867

CALL

517-712-0339

ONLINE
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The Future of
the World’s Most
Controversial City
Hangs In the Balance

entrenched diplomatic niceties.
He has, whether recklessly or
brilliantly, declared Jerusalem at
the recognized capital of Israel and
started the move of our embassy to
that ancient city.

by Dr. Douglas Levesque
BibleNation.org

The people have hailed Trump
as the new Cyrus of Persia. This is
a reference to that former emperor
that sent the Jews back to the
promised land. Coins have been
minted with Trump and Cyrus’s profile
overlapping each other. The flip side

Jerusalem. It is one of the central
backdrops of all human history. The
Canaanites thrived there. Abraham
offered Isaac up to God there.
David conquered the city that
was there and rebuilt it according
to God’s own plan. Babylon and
then Rome destroyed it. The
Jews were banished from it. The
Christians were sent out from it.
The Muslims made it their chief
satellite city. The Greeks and the
Persians ruled it before the great
Ottoman empire also claimed it.
European crusaders invaded it,
and General Allenby battled for
it in World War One on behalf of
England. After World War Two,
the British mandate left it as the
new and renewed Israel claimed
nationhood after a two thousand
year hiatus. Jews have been
returning to it ever since. While it
was always a news item, even in
antiquity, the headlines today are
disproportionately filled with its
roller-coaster drama. Jerusalem is
a timepiece. The hours pass and
the alarms go off with incredible
frequency turning modern man’s
attention back to this sacred
place again and again. Today all
bells are peeling “pay attention to
Jerusalem!”
The Recognized Capital of Israel
With the election of Donald
Trump as President came a daring
declaration of diplomacy. Although
other American statesmen and
Presidents had given a nod to the
notion of moving the U.S. embassy
to Jerusalem, it was always put on
hold for one reason or another.
President Trump is a different kind
of person, however. For better or
worse, he does not really care about

This clearly places them in the area
between the Mediterranean sea, The
Red Sea, Egypt, and Iraq. The SykesPicot lines negotiated after World
War One by England and France
respectively, both foolishly and with
marked self-intent, attempted to
divide up this region into manifold
nations, confusing the issue even
more. The Syrian civil war and the
ISIS caliphate are attempts to erase
those map drawn lines.
Israel was always a factor in this
map consideration, but Scripture
was either not consulted or not
understood. Today, the Gaza strip
is a hotbed of violence. Is it part of
Israel or not? The Scripture is clear,
“And the uttermost cities of the
tribe of the children of Judah toward
the coast of Edom southward were
Kabzeel, and Eder, and Jagur,” Joshua 15:21
And continues, “Ashdod with her
towns and her villages, Gaza with
her towns and her villages, unto the
river of Egypt, and the great sea, and
the border thereof:” - Joshua 15:47
Should then Israel build a wall?
Or should the U.S. enforce southern
border control? Trouble arises when
there are no lines or the lines are
not defined and controlled. The
Palestinian or Northern Mexican
populations only grow more restless
as they have no clear lines providing

are now a permanent fixture to the
map of Israel and under the direct
rule of Jerusalem, just as in the days
of King David and King Solomon.
“Pay attention to Jerusalem.”
The “Deal of the Century” is all
about the Status of Jerusalem and a
Final “Peace” in the Region

Jared Kushner, Donald Trump’s
son in law, is an Orthodox Jewish
Man and has been slated by the
President to broker a peace deal

Muslim holy days of Ramadan
have ended around June 5th. The
status of Jerusalem is the ultimate
sticking point in this Gordian knot
of diplomacy. While this smacks
of war over Jerusalem it reminds
one of the battle of Armageddon
in the Scriptures. Tensions remain
incredibly high. Any sense of a
unilateral mandate of peace will
actually be very short lived and
Palestinian unrest will be sure to
follow. “Pay attention to Jerusalem.”
The Anticipation of a Rebuilt
Tabernacle or Temple near the City
of David
The loudest peeling of alarm bells
around Jerusalem is most certainly
the cry from Jewish religionists to
reclaim the disputed acreage on
what is called the Temple Mount.
This parcel is now being used by
Muslim adherents for worship at the
Dome of the Rock and the Al Aqsa
Mosque. They will not give up this
space without a holy war or worse, a
suicidal jihad of global proportions.
Archeological digs around and
under the Temple Mount have
discovered the sure location of old
Jerusalem and proposes to know the
whereabouts of the actual temple.
The nearby “city of David” is directly
south and adjacent to the walls of
the current Mosque.

of the coin has an image of not the
U.S. embassy, but of a newly built
temple! Other nations have and are
following suit. While controversial to
some, most Americans do believe
that Jerusalem is the historic capital
as proclaimed in the Bible. Most
end time prophecies include this
reborn, rebuilt and re-recognized
status of Jerusalem. “Pay attention
to Jerusalem.”
The Golan Heights Belong to Israel
and are now Ruled from Jerusalem

Should Nations Enforce Borders?
“In the same day the LORD made
a covenant with Abram, saying, Unto
thy seed have I given this land, from
the river of Egypt unto the great
river, the river Euphrates:” - Genesis
15:18

America and Trump have indeed
recognized this disputed parcel of
land “occupied” by Israel since 1967
as now a permanent part of Israel.
This singular assessment is said
to have delivered the latest Israeli
election to Benjamin Netanyahu.
Again, the embattled Prime Minister
even said they would name a city
in the Golan after President Trump.
Imagine that, Trump, Israel. If this
really does become a reality, might
our proud President react harshly

to any attack upon Sovereign Israel,
especially upon a city in the Golan
that carries his own name?
Syria has promised to take back
the Golan by force if necessary.
Their alliance with Russia, Iran,
and the Lebanese Hezbollah Militia
seem to indicate that such a battle
is waiting in the wings for the just the
right spark to start it. These heights
are strategic in the whole area but
the snowy tops of Mount Hermon
there are no longer in dispute. They

between Israel and its neighbors.
This is an odd configuration, to say
the least, and there are deeper
insights to be discussed regarding
a powerful and connected Jewish
player delivering “Messiah-like” a
so-called peace deal to Israel. While
Trump is known for his best selling
biography “The Art of the Deal”, this
seems more like the black arts than
something truly beautiful.
The much-celebrated deal is
slated to be revealed after the

This really is a real estate
quandary, perfect for Trump and
Kushner to partially broker. Most
Christians believe that some form
of animal sacrifice will be reinstated
or practiced near this location in the
last days as written in the books of
Daniel and Revelation. A newly built
synagogue for the re-established
holy council called the Sanhedrin
is up and running underground
and within the walls of the current
Temple Mount structure. We are
at the precipice of a final leap into
a catastrophic series of events and
the warning bells are ringing with
majestic alarm. “Pay attention to
Jerusalem”

Continued

them with security and a future.
Scripture endorses borders and
provides parameters for God’s
blessing.
“He maketh peace in thy borders,
and filleth thee with the finest of the
wheat.” - Psalm 147:14
Scripture also endorses the nationstate and provides parameters for
God’s judgment.
“Thus saith the LORD of hosts,
Behold, evil shall go forth from nation
to nation, and a great whirlwind shall
be raised up from the coasts of the
earth.” - Jeremiah 25:32
Final Word
It is true that the approximately
200 nations on the earth are not
without problems and specifically,
border definition controversies,
the slogan good fences make good
neighbors still rings true in a general
sense.
God mandates nations.
He
monitors and measures them as
such. Some are deemed evil and
some righteous. Their borders are
within his parameter of view and
care. Those borders can be the
difference between His blessing or
judgment.
Excerpt from The Design and
Destiny of Nations See ad to the
Right

discover the twelve divinely designed factors
that determine national destiny
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